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The Bedroom Business
One man with multiple identities. Eight women who
vanished without a trace. The next likely victim . . .
his wife. FBI agent Drex Easton is driven by a single
goal: to outmaneuver the conman once known as
Weston Graham. Over the years, Weston has
assumed countless names and disguises, luring eight
wealthy women out of their fortunes before they
disappeared without a trace. The only common trait
among the victims: a new man in their life who also
vanished. Drex is convinced that these women have
been murdered, and that the man he knows as
Weston Graham is responsible. But each time Drex
gets close to catching him, Weston trades one
persona for another. Now, for the first time in their
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long game of cat and mouse, Drex has a suspect in
sight. Attractive and charming, Jasper Ford is recently
married to a successful businesswoman, Talia Shafer.
Posing as a new neighbor, Drex attempts to get close
to the couple. This is Drex's one chance to outfox his
cunning nemesis before he murders again. But first he
must determine if the desirable Talia is a heartless
accomplice . . . or the next victim.

22 Indigo Place
The themes of role reversal and the abuse of power
figure prominently in a tale in which corruption and
betrayals turn friends against one another and force
criminals to become heroes.

Love Beyond Reason
Tiger Prince by Sandra Brown released on Sep 24,
1999 is available now for purchase.

Afterlives of the Rich and Famous
Jake McBride is a self-made millionaire, brilliant at
business, talented in bed--and cynical about women.
Emily Taylor is his personal assistant, terrific in the
officeand an innocent when it comes to the opposite
sex! But when Jake teaches Emily how to transform
herself from shy secretary into sexy siren, he loses his
grip on his legendary cool. If she's going to lose her
virginity, it has to be to him!

Hawk O'Toole's Hostage
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ErinAfter years of searching for the brother she'd
never known, Erin O'Shea had finally found his San
Francisco address. She stood on the doorstep,
unaware that she was about to walk into a shocking
drama of family lies -- and to meet an intriguing,
infuriating man who would change her life. LanceHe
was a G-man for the government's toughest cases -like the big-money scam involving Erin's long-lost
brother. But although Lance was immediately
attracted to her, he never dreamed that his feelings
would drive him to break every rule in the book -- and
put his career and even Erin's future on the line. .

Fanta C
By the author of Charade. Lucky Tyler has a habit of
attracting trouble. He rescues a mysterious woman in
a seedy bar then loses her. When a fire starts at his
family business, he needs her for an alibi, but her
concern is that when the case is solved, she will lose
the cowboy who she now loves.

Down a Dark Hall
#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Sandra Brown jolts the reader from the first page of
this heart-pounding story of corruption, treachery,
and ceaseless deception . . . where nothing is what it
seems and every truth brought to light exposes a
darker lie. When Jordie Bennet and Shaw Kinnard lock
eyes across a disreputable backwater bar, something
definitely sparks. Shaw gives off a dangerous vibe
that makes men wary and inspires women to sit up
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and take notice. None feel that undercurrent more
strongly than savvy businesswoman Jordie, who
doesn't belong in a seedy dive on the banks of a
bayou. But here she is . . . and Shaw Kinnard is here
to kill her. As Shaw and his partner take aim, Jordie is
certain her time has come. But Shaw has other plans
and abducts Jordie, hoping to get his hands on the
$30 million her brother has stolen and, presumably,
hidden. However, Shaw is not the only one looking for
the fortune. Her brother's ruthless boss and the FBI
are after it as well. Now on the run from the feds and
a notorious criminal, Jordie and Shaw must rely on
their wits-and each other-to stay alive. Miles away
from civilization and surrounded by swampland, the
two play each other against their common enemies.
Jordie's only chance of survival is to outwit Shaw, but
it soon becomes clear to Shaw that Jordie isn't entirely
trustworthy, either. Was she in on her brother's scam,
or is she an innocent pawn in a deadly vendetta? And
just how valuable is her life to Shaw, her remorseless
and manipulative captor? Burning for answers-and for
each other-this unlikely pair ultimately make a
desperate move that could be their last. With nonstop
plot twists and the tantalizing sexual tension that has
made Sandra Brown one of the world's best-loved
authors, STING will keep readers on the edge of their
seats until the final pages.

A Kiss Remembered
“I have known Sylvia for twenty years, and I have the
greatest respect for her….I applaud her for the peace
and solace that she has brought to so many.”
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—Montel Williams The world’s most acclaimed
psychic, Sylvia Browne, the New York Times
bestselling author of Life on the Other Side, All Pets
Go to Heaven, Contacting Your Spirit Guide, and
more, returns with a rare and riveting look at the lives
of some of our favorite celebrities—after their deaths.
How do Elvis Presley, Heath Ledger, John Lennon, and
others view their time on Earth? After they have
shuffled off this mortal coil, what wisdom do they wish
to send back to us? Sylvia Browne’s moving look at
these once larger-than-life heroes is a captivating
voyage into the secrets they hold beyond the void.

Led Astray
Attorney Laurel Chandler tries not to fall for the charm
of notorious bad boy writer Jack Boudreaux, a man
who has seduced half the women in Bayou Breaux.
Original.

Breath of Scandal
Katherine Adams said she'd never make her sister
Mary's mistakes. Mary's fairy-tale marriage into the
wealthy, powerful Manning dynasty had turned into a
nighmare of abuse. Then, on the night her playboy
husband was killed in a car accident, Mary died in
childbirth. Now savvy, smart, and very angry
Katherine vowed to never let a Manning, any
Manning, near Mary's child -- not even the dashing,
charismatic oil man who showed up at her door.
Katherine wanted to believe Jason Manning wasn't like
his ruthless family. But secrets and lies were part of
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his heritage. And Katherine could be destroyed by a
truth she was afraid to faceand a man she could not
resist.

Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
At sprawling Casa Verde, old flames still burn… Seven
years ago Amanda Carson watched her affluent, wellrespected family lose both face and fortune. Then her
childhood crush—ice-cold cowboy Jace
Whitehall—made her an offer she had to refuse. Now
Amanda has returned to Casa Verde, Jace's luxurious
home. And Jace isn't about to let her forget who she is
or what she's lost. Yet beneath their heated words,
something simmers, waiting. For what once drove
Amanda from this land may be the one thing that can
make her stay.

The Devil's Own
A first collection of stories, mainly set in California's
Central Valley, depicts the struggles of characters
against their physical and personal surroundings and
follows in the title story the experiences of a teenage
boy who learns the consequences of succumbing to
the lure of a town outsider. Simultaneous. A first
collection. (Story Collection)

The Cowboy and the Lady
Humans have long been concerned with the ultimate
clash of civilizations, but never more so than now.
Religious wars, global terrorism, and genocide have
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all helped to usher in the Anxiety Age. Who better to
lead the way out than popular psychic Sylvia Browne?
In End of Days, Browne tackles the most daunting of
subjects with her trademark clarity, wisdom, and
serenity, answering such difficult questions as: What's
coming in the next fifty years? The Mayan calendar
predicts the world will end in 2012-but what will really
happen? What do the great prophecies of
Nostradamus and the Book of Revelation mean? If the
world is really going to end, what will unfold in our
final hours? For anyone who's ever wondered where
we're headed, and what-if anything-we can do to
prevent a catastrophe of biblical proportions, End of
Days is a riveting and insightful must-read.

A Treasure Worth Seeking
Ella Barron runs her Texas boarding house with the
efficiency of a ship's captain and the grace of a
gentlewoman. She cares for her ten-year-old son,
Solly, a sweet but challenging child whose busy
behavior and failure to speak elicits undesired advice
from others in town. Ella's plate is full from sunup to
sundown. But when a room in her boarding house
opens up and the respected town doctor, Dr. Kincaid,
brings Ella a new boarder--the handsome and gallant
Mr. David Rainwater--Ella is immediately resistant to
opening up her home to this mysterious stranger.

Smoke Screen
A paranormal rollercoaster ride with goosebumps at
every turn--now a motion picture starring Uma
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Thurman and Anna Sophia Robb! Kit Gordy sees
Blackwood Hall towering over black iron gates, and
she can't help thinking, This place is evil. The
imposing mansion sends a shiver of fear through her.
But Kit settles into a routine, trying to ignore the
rumors that the highly exclusive boarding school is
haunted. Then her classmates begin to show
extraordinary and unknown talents. The strange
dreams, the voices, the lost letters to family and
friends, all become overshadowed by the magic
around them. When Kit and her friends realize that
Blackwood isn't what it claims to be, it might be too
late.

Zigzagger
When insurmountable debts force Laura Nolan to put
22 Indigo Place, her ancestral home, on the market,
she is shocked when the most promising buyer turns
out to be James Paden, the gorgeous class cut-up
from her school days

Outfox
Bestselling author Sandra Brown weaves a tale of
murder, passion, and intrigue in the pristine corridors
of the White House. Barrie Travis is not famous: she's
just a damn good reporter stuck at a low-budget
television station. Then, her old friend and now First
Lady calls her to investigate the supposed SIDS death
of her baby. Stunned by grief after the loss of her
infant son, the President's wife hints that her child
may have murdered. Blind to everything but finding
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the truth, Barrie delves into the private lives of the
president and his wife and uncovers dark and terrible
secrets that will test her ethics, her patriotism, and
her courage. With the help of Gray Bondurant, a
mysterious former presidential aide, this story could
topple the presidency and change the course of
history. In this fast-moving political thriller, Barrie
must fight powerful forces that want nothing more
than to see the scandalous past-and a certain young
reporter-dead and buried.

Texas! Lucky
Vacationing in the West, Miranda Price, a young
divorce+a7e, and her son are taken hostage by a
Native American named Hawk O'Toole as part of a
desperate gamble to help his people, and is forced to
face up to a shocking revelation. Reprint.

Shooting for the Stars
Honor Bound by Sandra Brown released on Nov 24,
1998 is available now for purchase.

Texas! Sage
Bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries pens the sizzling
story of one of three half-noble half brothers, who
makes a most unwelcome entrance into society and a
most unexpected match. Beautiful Lady Regina
Tremaine has turned down so many suitors that she's
called La Belle Dame Sans Merci. The truth: she won't
marry because she carries a dark secret. She sees no
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good reason, however, why her brother shouldn't
court the lovely Louisa North -- even if the girl's
brother, the notorious "Dragon Viscount," objects.
Marcus North, Viscount Draker -- bastard son of the
Prince of Wales -- is rumored to be a monster who
holds women captive in his dark castle to have his
way with them. He has been exiled from polite society
for years. But when Lady Regina makes a plea on her
brother's behalf, Marcus proposes an outrageous
deal: her brother can court Louisa so long as Marcus
can court Regina. Can the beauty and the beast
survive a proper courtship when the devastatingly
improper passion between them threatens to cause
the scandal of the century?

Where There's Smoke
Laney McLeod's chance encounter in a Manhattan
elevator leads to a one-night stand with a wealthy
playboy -- but a few months later he's back with
shocking news, as irresistible as ever. Laney's life
changes the minute she gets stuck in an elevator in
Manhattan -- and relies on a handsome stranger
named Deke Sargent to help her fight her
claustrophobia. When the power comes back on, the
two find themselves in a passionate embrace that
leads to a single night together. Shocked by her own
recklessness, Laney disappears the next morning.
Months later, she receives an even greater shock:
Deke shows up with an astounding announcement.
Unable to forget the chemistry between them, but
afraid that she's just another notch on this wealthy
playboy's bedpost, Laney must face an even deeper
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fear . . . or forever lose the one man she can't resist.

To Pleasure a Prince
The “fascinating” #1 New York Times bestseller that
awakened the world to the destruction of American
Indians in the nineteenth-century West (The Wall
Street Journal). First published in 1970, Bury My Heart
at Wounded Knee generated shockwaves with its
frank and heartbreaking depiction of the systematic
annihilation of American Indian tribes across the
western frontier. In this nonfiction account, Dee
Brown focuses on the betrayals, battles, and
massacres suffered by American Indians between
1860 and 1890. He tells of the many tribes and their
renowned chiefs—from Geronimo to Red Cloud,
Sitting Bull to Crazy Horse—who struggled to combat
the destruction of their people and culture. Forcefully
written and meticulously researched, Bury My Heart
at Wounded Knee inspired a generation to take a
second look at how the West was won. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Dee Brown
including rare photos from the author’s personal
collection.

Tiger Prince
Number One New York Times bestselling author
Sandra Brown returns with another suspenseful
thriller Born into a fine old Charleston family,
Hammond Cross is determined to be the city's next
district attorney - without sacrificing his integrity.
Prosecuting the sensational murder of a real estate
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magnate could be his ticket into office. Yet, while
Hammond anticipates his success, someone near him
is plotting his downfall. Is it Steffi Mundell, colleague,
ex-lover and rival? Rory Smilow, homicide detective
and Hammonds avowed enemy? Is it the dead man's
widow, wily, beautiful and Hammond's lifelong friend?
Or is it Hammond's prime suspect, the mysterious
woman who shares the secret that would be fatal to
Hammond's ambitions? Praise for Sandra Brown
'Suspense that has teeth' Stephen King 'Lust,
jealousy, and murder suffuse Brown's crisp thriller'
Publishers Weekly 'An edge-of-the-seat thriller that's
full of twists . . . Top stuff!' Star

Tailspin
Immersed in booze and women on the rodeo circuit in
order to forget the past--the death of his wife and
baby--Chase Tyler must heal old wounds and think
about the future when Marcie Johns--in love with him
since childhood--reenters his life

Words of Silk
An accomplished executive with a troubled past
navigates a new relationship with her boss . . . but
she's about to learn that love is a roller coaster ride.
To the world, amusement park executive Hailey
Ashton is a woman on her way up. Few know that
beneath her tough exterior, she leads a life of quiet
emptiness in the shadow of her gorgeous sister. Then
Hailey meets Tyler Scott, her wealthy, self-assured
new boss and the single father of a young girl. Tyler
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wants Hailey in his arms and in his daughter's life. But
they're both about to find out that relationships and
trust don't happen on demand . . . and that only true
love can overcome their deepest fears.

Demon Rumm
This novel follows the growing relationship between
Shay Morrison, a nude model for artists, and Ian
Douglas, a conservative minister who disapproves of
her lifestyle but cannot resist her.

End of Days
LED ASTRAY And once he had kissed her, felt the
responding warmth of her body beneath his hands,
there had been no turning back. What he had done
had been unforgivable. But what he was going to do
was almost as bad. Cage and Hal Hendren are as
unalike as two brothers can be. Preacher’s kids, Hal
has taken the righteous path, while Cage is the
unrepentant black sheep of the family. The only thing
they have in common is their love for the same
woman – Jenny Fletcher. Jenny loves Hal for his
commitment to his calling, but deep in her heart of
hearts she wishes his desire for her burned as hotly.
Only on the eve of his departure for a dangerous
mission trip to Central America, when he comes to her
bed in darkness and secret, does he take her with
unexpected passion. When tragedy strikes and Hal is
lost to her, it’s that night that Jenny cherishes, that
Hal she misses. She yearns for that lover whose
unbridled sensuality more resembled. . . Cage. For
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Jenny, Cage is willing to give up his wild ways. But to
get on the straight and narrow, he must sin again.

Seduction by Design
When she returns home to start a new medical
practice, Lara finds she can't escape her troubled
past. to open up her medical practice after all these
years. Soon she finds herself in the sights of a
powerful oil executive who wants nothing more than
to be rid of Lara. Lara decides to find the truth behind
the corruption and secrets in town- even if it could
cost her everything.

Rainwater
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra
Brown comes another masterful creation, a riveting
novel of suspense, revenge, and unpredictable twists
and turnsWhen Melina suggests that her twin sister
Gillian take her place as a media escort to an
astronaut, she initially refuses. The following morning
Melina is horrified to learn that her sister has been
murdered. Now she must work together to learn the
truth behind her sister's death, and discover the
identity of the killer, whose plans are far from over.

The Alibi
A #1 "New York Times"-bestselling author proves
once again that "she knows how to keep the tension
high and the plot twisting and turning" ("Fresno Bee"),
in this tale of explosive secrets and the gamble to
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love again.

Honor Bound
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along
with her Black female hero—through time to face the
horrors of slavery and explore the impacts of racism,
sexism, and white supremacy then and now. Dana, a
modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth
birthday with her new husband when she is snatched
abruptly from her home in California and transported
to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a
plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been
summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back
repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and
each time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and
more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not
Dana's life will end, long before it has a chance to
begin.

Sunny Chandler's Return
An ambitious reporter haunted by memories of the
war in Afghanistan follows an FBI tip to investigate the
mysterious disappearance -- and likely murder -- of a
former Marine. Dawson Scott is a haunted man. A wellrespected journalist recently returned from an
assignment in Afghanistan, he's privately suffering
from battle fatigue, and it has begun to threaten
every aspect of his life. But when Dawson gets a call
from a source within the FBI, it could be his big break
-- and he has a vested interest in the case. New
information has come to light for a story that began
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40 years ago. Soon, Dawson is covering the
disappearance and presumed murder of former
Marine Jeremy Wesson, the biological son of the pair
of terrorists who remain on the FBI's Most Wanted list.
As Dawson digs deeper into the story, he cannot
ignore his developing feelings for Wesson's ex-wife,
Amelia, and his desire to protect her two young sons.
The case takes a stunning new turn when Amelia's
nanny turns up dead, and Dawson finds himself the
prime suspect. Haunted by his own demons, Dawson
takes up the chase, for only the notorious outlaws can
clear his name . . . and reveal the secret, startling
truth about himself.

Sting
The unforgettable novel of a woman who must return
to her small hometown in the South, only to discover
that the years-old secrets and scandals of her past
are right where she left them—from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Sandra Brown Sunny
Chandler always said she’d never return to Latham
Green, Louisiana. Just three years ago she was at the
center of the small town’s juiciest scandal. Now she’s
been invited to her best friend’s wedding and has no
choice but to go home. And with her return come the
whispers . . . the looks . . . the rumors. It doesn’t take
her long to see that Latham Green has nothing new to
offer. Except maybe Ty Beaumont . . . Ty can see
through the gossip to the real Sunny. Yet despite his
easy Southern charm, Sunny doesn’t seem interested,
even if she’s seriously tempted. For she’s harboring
the agonizing secret of why she really left. What she
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needs is a man who’s not just a lover. And though
there’s clearly much more to the roguish Ty
Beaumont than meets the eye, Sunny doesn’t know if
she can trust anyone with her secret
heartbreak—even the one man who may be able to
heal it.

Kindred
Don't miss the spine tingling suspense and tantalizing
romance in this thriller about a daring pilot caught in
a race against time from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sandra Brown. Rye Mallett, a
fearless "freight dog" pilot charged with flying cargo
to far-flung locations, is often rough-spoken and all
business, but soft on regulations when they get in the
way of meeting a deadline. But he does have a rocksolid reputation: he will fly in the foulest weather, day
or night, and deliver the goods safely to their
destination. So when Rye is asked to fly into a
completely fogbound northern Georgia town and
deliver a mysterious black box to a Dr. Lambert, he
doesn't ask questions. As Rye's plane nears the
isolated landing strip, more trouble than inclement
weather awaits him. He is greeted first by a sabotage
attempt on his plane that causes him to crash land,
and then by Dr. Brynn O'Neal, who claims she was
sent for the box in Dr. Lambert's stead. Despite Rye's
"no-involvement" policy when it comes to other
people's problems, he finds himself irresistibly drawn
to the intrigue surrounding his cargo . . . and to the
mysterious and alluring Brynn. Soon Rye and Brynn
are in a treacherous forty-eight-hour race to deliver
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the box before time runs out. With everyone from law
enforcement officials to hired thugs hot on their heels,
they must learn to trust each other so they can
protect their valuable cargo from those who would kill
for it.

The Switch
Of the lot, this man was still her best bet. He not only
looked the most inebriated, but the most disreputable
– lean and hungry and totally without principle. Once
he was sober, he would no doubt be easy to buy.
“Sister” Kerry Bishop got more than she bargained for
when she entered the seedy bar seeking the services
of a man, more particularly a mercenary. Linc O’Neal
wasn’t the soldier of fortune Kerry mistook him forbut
he proved to be just as dangerous and twice as
unscrupulous. Linc agrees to help Kerry rescue a
group of children from a ruthless dictator, but his
motivation is far from noble. If they survive what
appears to be a suicide mission, he plans to take
Kerry’s promised fifty thousand dollars—in addition to
her body—which she provocatively advertised in order
to trick him, then withheld. With innocent lives at
stake, malevolence and distrust all around, and
forbidden desire simmering between them, the
steamy atmosphere surrounding Kerry and Linc has
little to do with the jungle they must penetrate.
Struggling against all odds to stay alive, they discover
that their real challenge is to fight the devil within.

Texas! Chase
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After leaving her disatrous marriage behind, Shelley
Browning goes back to college to get her degree and
comes face-to-face with an unforgettable man from
her past. Grant Chapman had briefly taught her in
high school ten years earlier. There teacher and
student had shared a single, scorching, unplanned
kiss that still haunts Shelley's dreams. Now, as
irresistable as ever, Grant has just returned to
teaching after a stint as a congressional aide in
Washingtonand sees no imporopriety in asking
Shelley out. Isn't this what she secretly longs for?
Never has Shelley felt more confused about what she
really wants or what is best for them both. But a
stunning accusation is about to change all that and
force Shelley Browning to either take some dangerous
risks -- or spend the rest of her life regretting what
could have been.

Deadline
AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK FOR THE FIRST TIME! On a
rainy Southern night, Jade Sperry endured a young
woman's worst nightmare at the hands of three local
hell-raisers. Robbed of her youthful ideals and at the
center of scandal and tragedy, Jade ran as far and as
fast as she could. But she never forgot the sleepy
"company town" where every man, woman, and child
was dependent on one wealthy family. And she never
forgot their spoiled son, who, with his two friends,
changed her life forever. Someday, somehow, she'd
return, exact a just revenge -- and free herself from
fear, and the powerful family that could destroy her.
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Thursday's Child
Following up his “engrossing journalistic thriller”
(Kirkus Reviews, starred review) The Kennedy
Connection, R. G. Belsky brings back New York City
newspaper reporter Gil Malloy in a gripping new
mystery about the closed-case murder of a Hollywood
actress. Some thirty years ago, movie star Laura
Marlowe was shot to death by a crazed fan in New
York City, who then killed himself. The police ruled it a
murder-suicide, the case was closed, and the beloved
starlet faded away into history. But when New York
Daily News reporter Gil Malloy re-investigates
Marlowe’s death, long-buried secrets emerge and he
begins to uncover the trail of a new serial killer. And
more people are dying. Now, before he can solve the
current crimes, Gil must find out what really
happened to Laura Marlowe all those years ago.
Delving deep into the newsroom as we know it
today—sensationalized, digitized, and ruled by social
media—R. G. Belsky has crafted another expert
thriller that shines with his shrewd and engaging
style.

Tempest in Eden
Returning home accompanied by Harlan Boyd, the
handsome stranger who witnessed her fiance
dumping her, Sage Tyler asks him to keep her broken
engagement a secret from her oil-rich family.

Exclusive
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When she and her twin sister Ann switch places,
Allison finds herself in the arms of Davis, Ann's fiance,
but finds herself powerfully drawn to Davis's best
friend, devastatingly sexy Spencer Raft, an attraction
that puts Ann's engagement in danger, and as Allison
flees to her lab to come to terms with her feelings,
Spencer vows to teach her a lesson in love. Reprint.
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